A Human Rights Report on Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children
Israel
Population: 7,353,985 (July 2010 est.)
Population Growth Rate: 1.628% (2010 est.)
Birth rate: 19.51 births/1,000 population (2010 est.)
Life Expectancy: total population: 80.86 years; male: 78.7
years; female 83.12 years (2010 est.)
Literacy Rate: total population: 97.1%; male: 98.5%; female:
95.9% (2004 est.)
Net Migration Rate: 2.22 migrant(s)/1,000 population (2010
est.)
Unemployment Rate: 7.4% (2009 est.)
Gross Domestic Product Per Capita: $28,400 (2009 est.)
Religions: Jewish 76.4%, Muslim 16%, Arab Christians 1.7%,
other Christian 0.4%, Druze 1.6%, unspecified 3.9% (2004)
Languages: Hebrew (official), Arabic, English
Ethnic Groups: Jewish 76.4%, non-Jewish 23.6%
Capital: Jerusalem 1

Trafficking Routes
Israel is primarily a destination country for women trafficked from the former Soviet
Union, including Moldova, Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, and Uzbekistan 2 Migrants from China,
Romania, Turkey, Thailand, the Philippines, Nepal, Sri Lanka, and India come to Israel to find
employment, but are often subjected to forced labor. 3 Israel is also destination country for
foreign nationals from Sudan, Ethiopia, and Eritrea; they cross into Israel through Egypt. 4

Factors That Contribute to the Trafficking Infrastructure
Migrant workers in Israel constitute about 4 percent of the workforce 5 and are an easy
target for exploitation. Israel legalized a flat-rate brokerage fee for migrant workers to pay
employment agencies in Israel. However workers usually pay middlemen much more than the
regulators permit. 6 Recruitment agencies in the countries of origin and in Israel charge
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brokerage fees from $1,000 to $10,000, turning migrant workers into “victims of debt
bondage” in Israel. 7
Israeli law doesn’t criminalize prostitution patrons, and consequently provides no
incentive to reduce the demand for prostitution. 8 Lack of cooperation with countries in the
region, most notably Egypt, as well as generalized corruption contributes to the lack of antitrafficking enforcement. 9 And ongoing occupation and poverty in the Palestinian Territories has
led to labor trafficking and exploitation of Palestinian workers employed in Israel and Jewish
settlements within the West Bank. 10
Insufficient income has recently been cited as an important factor in human trafficking
within Israel; impoverished Israeli women are now primary targets of traffickers. In addition,
Israeli law enforcement officials are unprepared and uninformed as to the methods of dealing
with this new trend. 11
Forms of Trafficking
Several hundred women are trafficked to Israel for sexual exploitation each year. 12 Many
women are trafficked to Israel from the former Soviet Union with promises of steady
employment and high wages. However, upon arrival, the women’s passports are confiscated and
they are sold to pimps for upwards of USD 8,000. 13 Many of the trafficked women are then
taken to work as prostitutes in brothels throughout the country. Despite the criminalization of
brothels, many do exist openly in Israel, a country where prostitution is still legal. 14
While prostitution is the main purpose of trafficking, there have been reports of
trafficking for forced labor. 15 Organ trafficking in Israel has also been reported; 16 Israel is
considered a “distribution center” for illegally obtained organs. 17
Government Responses
The Comprehensive Foreign Workers Act 5751-1991 covers migrant workers and
requires employers to provide adequate housing and medical insurance. Israeli labor laws,
including minimum wage, annual leave, severance and recuperation payment, paid maternity
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leave, and overtime payment, apply to migrant workers. All labor laws apply to domestic
workers. 18 Migrant workers, including undocumented workers, receive all the benefits of
collective bargaining agreements. 19
In 2004, the Israeli government instituted the Maagan shelter in central Israel; at Maagan¸
female victims of trafficking can receive treatment and skills training. 20 Legal aid and basic
medical treatment are also provided. Victims from the Maagan shelter are given temporary visas
and work permits regardless of their decision to testify. During 2008, victims received visas
allowing them to reside and work for periods ranging from three months to one year. After the
legal proceedings end, victims are entitled to reapply for another one-year term. 21
The Limiting Use of Premises in Order to Prevent the Commission of Crime Law 57652005 authorizes police and courts to restrict or shut down an establishment used for prostitution
or trafficking. 22
In October 29, 2006, the Israeli government passed the Prohibition of Trafficking in
Persons Law, 23 and Penal Law 5737-1977 was amended accordingly. This legislation introduced
numerous provisions directly related to trafficking, including the specific criminalization of any
form of slavery (section 375A of the penal law), trafficking for the purpose of organ removal,
giving birth to a child and taking the child away(section 377A(a) of the penal law), forced labor
(section 377A(a) of the penal law) and pornography. 24 In addition, the law established minimum
mandatory sentences for trafficking and slavery, compensation of victims by the courts,
extraterritorial jurisdiction for Israelis who commit crimes abroad, and a forfeiture fund. 25
According to the Israeli anti-trafficking law, the punishment prescribed for trafficking
and slavery is 16 years’ imprisonment; for child trafficking, the punishment is 20 years’
imprisonment. 26 Exploitation of vulnerable persons (section 431 of the penal law) is punishable
by three years’ imprisonment. Other provisions affirm various rights of victims, including the
right to legal proceedings without the presence of the defendant, and protection of privacy during
the court proceedings, preliminary testimony, and legal aid. 27 Prostitution is legal in Israel, while
acting as an agent for prostitutes is unlawful. 28 Moreover, the abduction offense has been
extended to include abduction for the purposes of slavery or forced labor, transporting a person
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beyond the boundaries of a state (sections 374A and 370 of the penal law), and forcing a person
to leave a country for the purposes of slavery or prostitution (section 376B of the penal law). 29
In 2007, Government Resolution No. 2670 was passed, outlining additional measures to
be taken in the fight against trafficking. The resolution approved Israel’s “national plan for the
fight against human trafficking” and formulated a system of housing for rescued victims. Under
the resolution, three apartments were designated to house victims for up to 30 days, a
rehabilitation facility was established to provide psychological and medical assistance to victims,
and budgets were allotted to the Ministry of Social Welfare and Social Services and the Ministry
of Health, among other proposals. 30
On Jan. 29, 2008, Israel passed an amendment to the Courts Law (Consolidated Version)
5744-1984. According to the amendment, the cases of human trafficking for prostitution will be
heard before a single judge so as to minimize procedural delays caused by court workload; prior
to this amendment, such cases were heard by three judges. According to the explanatory notes of
the bill, delays often led to impediments in victims’ repatriation, commencement of the
rehabilitation process, and release of defendants. Such long proceedings also weakened the
effectiveness of the victims’ testimonies due to memory loss. 31
The Authority for the Advancement of the Status of Women in the Prime Minister's
Office has been increasingly active in the area of promoting awareness of the issue of combating
trafficking in women. It conducts public opinion surveys regarding anti-trafficking legislation
and organizes awareness seminars. 32
Zahava Gal-On, Knesset (Parliament) member and chairperson of the Parliamentary
Subcommittee on Trafficking in Women, 33 is currently working on passing additional bills
aimed at reducing the demand for prostitution. One such bill would criminalize clients with a sixmonth jail sentence. 34 Another bill proposes criminalization of advertising sex services and
imposes a jail sentence of up to three years. 35 Israel’s current penal code allows
imprisonment of six months for advertising sex services. The provision stopped this
practice in Israeli newspapers, but neglected to reduce the distribution of business cards
and advertisements by erotic massage and escort services. 36
Nongovernmental and International Organizations Responses

Isha L’Isha Haifa Feminist Center is a nongovernmental organization that is dedicated to
furthering gender equality, the protection of women from violence, and the empowerment of
women to become leaders in society. In its Fighting Against Trafficking project, Isha L’Isha
works directly with the Israeli government by advocating for improved legislation concerning
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human trafficking, stronger prosecution of traffickers, and enhanced enforcement of the law. Isha
L’Isha also manages an anti-trafficking hotline, coordinates repatriation efforts, and sponsors
awareness lectures and workshops. 37
Kav LaOved was established to protect against exploitation in the labor force. Kav
LaOved promulgates information on such topics as labor rights, work permits, and social
security to raise awareness and prevent mistreatment. The organization also provides legal
representation for migrant workers in Labor Courts. In addition, the NGO exposes employers
who have been charged with labor law violations and demands the prosecution of delinquent
employers. 38
The Hotline for Migrant Workers, established in 1998, is dedicated to promoting the
rights of refugees and undocumented migrant workers and combating trafficking in persons in
Israel. The hotline provides information and legal solutions, conducts advocacy campaigns
and trains government officials, files suits and promotes enforcement of relevant laws.
They also aim to abolish governmental policies that violate human rights. Among the NGO’s
achievements is the provision of state-financed legal aid for victims of trafficking and
unaccompanied minors, and the availability of redress for trafficking victims in civil cases
regardless of whether damages have been proven. 39
The Task Force on Human Trafficking is a collaborative effort on behalf of the NGO
ATZUM/Justice Works and the Kabiri-Nevo-Keidar law firm. Its three primary objectives are
encouraging government involvement, enhancing the rights of victims, and increasing public
awareness. The task force has lobbied policymakers, advocated for the right of trafficking
victims not to have their personal information exposed in court cases, and organized workshops
on victim assistance for law enforcement officers. 40

Multilateral Initiatives
In 2007 a regional course, “Preventing Human Trafficking Through Empowerment,” was
organized by a cooperative between the Golda Meir Mount Carmel International Training
Centre, the Israel Foreign Ministry’s Center for International Cooperation, the Center for
International Migration and Immigration, and the International Organization for Immigration.
Officials from Belarus, Uzbekistan, Ukraine, and Moldova attended the course, which was
designed to bring awareness to the issues of street youth, domestic violence, and anti-trafficking
campaigns. 41
The government of Israel has participated in the 2007 EU Anti-trafficking day and has
shown an interest in working with the European Expert Group on Trafficking. 42
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